
Novembe= 28, 1978

LESSON PLAN

MANIPULATIVE (SKILL)

Job (Operaei.on): Construct Prent~rs Drinking CuP

Aim (Purpose): To have the cability or drinking from a sanitary device.

(Teach 5 step lesson plan)

T~ol and Equipmene: None

Materials: 8 x 11 sheets of paper, enough for four (4) cups each.

Teaching Aids: One cup built

Step by step 1nstruceions
Hand oue sheer 01

Prerequisiee Experience: None

1. Preparation (Motivaeion or Learner)

A. You may find yourself some day in a situation where you need a sani-
tary cup to avoid disease for whatever reason or just for fun to

teach someone else. You'll npver forget it once I teach you how.

KEY POINTS

THINGS TO DO OR SAY

1. Top of paper 8" side of paper 11"

2. Match bottom edge with right hand
side edge-crease, not with nail.

3. Fold top edge flap under to the

back side of paper-crease, not
with nail.

4. Rotate paper. 1/4 turn. 4. Councer clockwise, poing straight

up.

5. Make left hand bottom corner

fold to right edge.
5. .Top edge horizontal to bottom

edge (crease, not wich nail)

6. Make right hand corner fold to

edge.

6. Align edges horizontally

2. Presentation

.,,...

STEPS

1. Place 8 x 11 sheet of paper on
tabIe.

2. Make left hand bottom corner

fold.

3. Fold top edge flap



STEPS
KEY POINTS

THINGS- TO DO OR SAY

7. Fold down LOp flaps

3. Application:

4. Varification
lor Evaluation:

5. Summary:

'.:< .:,

7. Fold front flap down, tuck in

front wing.

Illustrate how.

Practice till perfect or satisfied with results

Will the last cup hold water?

The 5 step lesson plan illustrates teaching methods

i.e.: Tell (Lecture) (Hearing) , Demonstrate (Hearing.
Seeing), Application (Touch-The Doing or Practice).:
Varification (How well he or she. can do it).

Summary (Re-iniorce or review the main points).

* Hand Out Sheet*
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